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SUMMARY 
The directional word shang has both lexical and grammatical uses in Chinese. 
Most of traditional discussions of shang concentrate on the detailed classifications 
or the analysis of one specific aspect of shang. However, few researches integrate 
shang with its developmental characteristics to observe the general trend of shang 
throughout history. 
This thesis focuses on the developmental tendency of shang in its different 
usages from the year 1540 to 2006. And the objective of the thesis is to observe the 
transition of shang between the concrete and the abstract uses throughout the years. 
Based on the former studies, a new system for the classification of shang is 
adopted in this thesis. According to the concordance list of shang-phrases 
generated from nine selected Chinese novels, all shang-phrases are classified into 
shang in NPs and shang in VPs. Due to the different functions of shang in NPs and 
VPs, shang is further classified into four sub-types: shang as a noun or adjective; 
NP + shang; shang as a verb; VP + shang. Taking the statistical data of shang 
conducted in nine Chinese novels as supporting facts, the general trend of shang 
will be displayed in research. 
The thesis not only discusses an elaborative classification of shang, but also 
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CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION 
The Chinese word shang has two functions. It can be used as a noun, or an 
adjective, or a verb in phrases; and sometimes it will be used in its grammatical 
function instead, for examples: 
Lexical function 
wan ren  zhi shang              -- shang as a noun               
myriad  people   up 
‘above myriad people’ 
shang shen                          -- shang as an adjective      
up       body 
‘upper body’ 
shang shan                          -- shang as a verb                
            up    the mountain             
‘climb up the mountain’ 
Grammatical function 
chuan shang                        -- Verb + shang                    
 wear    up 
Languages change as communities change and shang is no exception. Chinese 
language has undergone significant change, which is from the classical Chinese to 
middle Chinese, and finally to modern Chinese (Diao, 2006). In this thesis I will 
focus on the word “shang” to investigate the different usages of shang in the last 
500 years (1500s - present) to discover how these usages have changed over time.  
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    The theory background that I use to support my explanations for the 
development of shang is grammaticalization. According to Zoe (2004), 
“Grammaticalization is assumed to involve some kind of reanalysis, involving the 
development of a word/morpheme into a grammatical marker of some type”, And 
(Hopper, 2003) also points out that “grammaticalization likewise has been studied 
from these two perspectives. The chief perspective is historical, investigating the 
source of grammatical forms and the typical steps of change they undergo”.  So in 
the thesis I will reanalyze the characteristics of shang from the past to the present. 
To this end, the first thing I need to do is to set up a conceptual scheme to 
classify all shang-phrases into different types according to the different 
grammatical features of shang in phrases. This scheme will help us in the 
investigation. 
1.1 THE CLASSIFICATION OF SHANG 
According to Lü (1999), shang can be subdivided into five main uses, as 
following:  
Type a:  shang as a noun 
An individual constituent in the clause 
Preposition + shang  
Type b:  Noun + shang 
Represent the top or the surface of an object. However, when the preceding 
noun represents some part of the human body, the meaning of shang 
becomes more abstract. 
Represent the range, similar to li “in”. 
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Represent the aspect, usually preceded by zai “at” and cong “from”. 
Use after the age, means …de shi hou “when…” 
Type c:  shang + noun 
Represent location 
Represent the first half time or the past few hours. 
Represent the position, which is in the front of the sequence. 
Represent high level or quality. 
Type d:  shang as a verb 
From one place to another; from a lower place to a higher place.  
Moving forward 
Add 
Appear (in sport games) 
Assemble 
Paint and apply 
Publish 
Screw  
Go to class or go to work 
Reach  
Type e:  shang has a dynamic trend 
Verb + shang (+ noun). Shang expresses the possibility of an act, which will 
have a result, or something has been closed, or adds something on an 
object, or reaches an objective. Sometimes shang expresses a situation that 
an action has been started and will be continued, emphasis on the starting.  
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Verb + shang + noun. Shang represents the movement of a person or an object 
is from low to high. Sometimes shang represents the purpose of achieving 
an aim instead.  
Verb + shang + number. It means the number has reached a certain level. 
Lü’s (1999) classification gives us the complete list of shang’s uses. It is too fine-
tuned for our purpose. It is conducive to the analysis of shang, but as for this thesis, 
overly detailed classification does not help us reveal the general trend of shang’s 
development throughout the 500 year period. So I simplify Lü’s (1999) 
classification into two main categories: shang in NPs and shang in VPs. The 
essence of this new classification is that shang could be analyzed as a whole, and 
the data of shang will reveal the developmental trend of shang. The new 
classification is listed as follows: 
THE NEW SHANG CLASSIFICATION 
SHANG IN NPS 
Type A: Shang as a noun or an adjective 
An individual constituent in the phrase.  
     e.g. yi     shang   yi     xia  
            one  up       one   down 
            up and down 
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   e.g. xiang    shang  
          toward   up 
          upward 
         shang   shen  
         up  body 
         upper body 
Type B: NP + shang 
Concrete meaning 
    e.g. shan shang  
           hill   up 
           on the hill  
Abstract meaning 
    e.g. shi jie  shang  
           world   up 
           in the world  
SHANG IN VPS 
Type C: Shang as a verb 
Concrete meaning 
    e.g  shang ce suo  
           up       washroom 
           go to the washroom  
          shang xiang 
           up      incense 
           burning incense  
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Abstract meaning 
    e.g. shang diao  
           up       hanging 
           hang oneself 
Type D: VP + shang 
Concrete meaning 
    e.g. chuan shang  
            wear  up 
            wear 
Abstract meaning 
    e.g. ai       shang  
           love   up 
           fall in love with 
This classification depends on shang’s different functions in phrases. And some of 
shang’s functions share a feature, that is, the directional meaning of shang. In NPs, 
shang is commonly used to show the position of some objects, such as tou shang 
“on the head”. In VPs, shang is commonly used to indicate the direction of the 
movement, such as shang shan “climb up the hill”. In what follows I will briefly 
discuss the differences and unique characteristics of shang. 
1.1.1 SHANG IN NPS 
Type A: Shang as a noun or an adjective 
Type A1: An individual constituent in the phrase.  
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Type A2: The phrase is consisted of shang and a preposition, or shang with a 
NP afterward. 
Type B: NP + shang 
Type B1: Concrete meaning 
Type B2: Abstract meaning 
According to Lü (1999), when shang is used as an individual constituent, it 
corresponds to xia “down”. And this adopted in the new classification as Type A1, 
for example: 
shang  cuan   xia     tiao            (HGL) 
     up  jump  down  jump 
     ‘jump up and down’ 
yi      shang  yi     xia                (HGL) 
     one    up       one  down 
     ‘up and down’  
In Type A2, there are two differences between Lü’s classification and mine. Firstly, 
I have renamed Lü’s classification “preposition + shang” to “shang and a 
preposition”. I do it for the following reasons. The classification “preposition + 
shang” defines that shang must be preceded by a preposition. However, in NPs 
shang can also come before the preposition, for example, shang bian “on top”. 
Thus, in Type A2 I use the definition “shang and a preposition” to extend the range 
of the classification so that the position of shang will be more flexible in 
prepositional phrases.    
Secondly, when shang precedes a NP in phrases, shang functions as an 
adjective. Shen (2007) points out that the development of Chinese words follows 
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the sequence “noun – adjective – verb”, and some of adjectives are derived from 
their former nouns. In Type A2, the adjective form of shang derives from the noun 
form of shang. According to Lü (1999), when shang is an adjective, it is divided 
into a separate type called “shang + noun”1. But in this new classification, I sort 
the adjective shang into Type A as well because adjective-shang is only used in 
NPs, for example, 
shang shen                           (HGL) 
     up        body 
      ‘upper body’ 
shang yi                               (HGL) 
     up        clothes 
     ‘upper  clothes’ 
According to Lü (1999), subdivisions in type b 2are based on the different usages 
of shang. But in Type B all classifications are based on the meaning of the 
preceding noun.  We can “use grammaticalization as an explanatory parameter to 
account for certain language structures” (Heine, 1991). The transition of shang 
from Type A to Type B is “the result of a process whereby the noun shang 
assumes a grammatical function” (Heine, 1991). 
Type B1: Concrete meaning 
The preceding NP should be a concrete noun, for examples, ge bo shang 
“on arms”; xie shang “on shoes”. Shang in Type B1 has the concrete 
meaning as well, because shang is used to indicate the location of some 
objects. It has the directional meaning in NPs. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  1	  1.1	  The	  classification	  of	  shang	  -­‐	  type	  c.	  (Pg	  3)	  2	  1.1	  The	  classification	  of	  shang	  -­‐	  type	  b.	  (Pg	  2)	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Type B2: Abstract meaning 
In most cases, the preceding NP should be an abstract noun, for example, 
shi jie shang “in the world”. And shang has the abstract meaning as well. 
It does not use to indicate the location of the object. Sometimes the 
preceding NP also can be a concrete noun. But in these NPs, shang is no 
longer treated as a directional word, for example, bao shang “from the 
newspaper”. Shang does not indicate something on the surface of 
newspaper, but the content people can be read from the newspaper.  
However, sometimes the differences among theses categories are quite vague. 
When shang is used as an adjective, and shang may also have a directional 
meaning, but shang still emphasizes in its adjective function instead of its 
directional function. For example, in the phrase shang pu “the upper bed”, shang 
has a directional meaning, which indicates the direction of the bed is “upper”. But 
the core part of this phrase is the noun pu “bed”, and the main function of shang in 
this phrase is to modify the noun pu “bed”, so regarding shang as an adjective is 
more reasonable. 
1.1.2 SHANG IN VPS 
Type C: Shang as a verb 
Type C1: Concrete meaning 
Type C2: Abstract meaning. 
Type D: VP + shang 
Type D1: Concrete meaning 
Type D2: Abstract meaning 
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In VPs, shang can be used to indicate the direction of movement or the location of 
some objects or the result of actions, etc. When shang is used as a verb, the 
classification in Type C is based on the NP after V-shang. When the NP is a 
concrete word and the shang-phrase has a concrete meaning, the phrase belongs to 
Type C1. In Type C1, shang has a concrete meaning. In these shang-phrases, “the 
place of the object which causes the act and the place of the object which receives 
the act are changed and the place where the act ends will be the destination.” 
(Huang, 2007). And shang in Type C1 is used to indicate the direction of the 
movement.  
When the NP is an abstract word and the meaning of the phrase is also abstract, 
the phrase belongs to Type C2. In Type C2, shang has lost its directional meaning, 
but used in its abstract meaning. These shang-phrases “not only means the act has 
been done, but also emphasize the result of the act.” (Huang, 2007). And shang is 
used to show that the act has a result. Principle of the classification are listed below. 
Type C1: The object or the place represented by the NP has a permanent 
position 
If the word after shang is a noun and the position or direction of the object 
and the place represented by this noun is predictable and not easy to change, 
shang will belong to Type C1, for example, shang shan “climb the 
mountain”. The position of the mountain is permanent because it can hardly 
be moved from one place to another. Another example is shang zhe’er 
“come here”. No matter what place here represents, it is unchangeable. 
Type C1: The object or place represented by the NP does not have a permanent 
position  
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There is anther kind of shang-phrases belongs to Type C1, that is, when the 
position of the object or the place is unpredictable or it can be easily 
changed. For example, shang suo “lock up”. Unlike mountains, the place to 
put the lock can be changed easily. Another example is shang dian yao 
“apply some medicine”. Like locks, medicine obviously will not stay at one 
place forever.  
Type C2: The word after V-shang has an abstract meaning 
In Type C2, the word after V-shang will not only be an abstract noun, but 
also be a verb or a preposition. Here are some examples: 1) shang precedes 
a noun: shang ban “go to work”; 2) shang precedes a verb: shang diao 
“hang oneself”; 3) shang precedes a preposition: shang qian “go forward”. 
In VPs, when shang is with a preceding verb, the classification Lü used is based on 
the phrase structure, namely, the grammatical function of shang. However, I 
classify shang according to the preceding verb, as listed in Type D. 
Type D1: Concrete meaning 
The preceding VP needs to be a concrete verb, and the act needs to have a 
result with short duration. In Type D1, shang is used in its directional 
meaning, which means it is used to indicate the direction of the movement. 
It is similar to type e(1)3, for examples, dai shang “wear something on”; 
chuan shang “put on something”. There is another kind of shang-phrases 
belongs to Type D1. If the verb is related to the act walking or moving, the 
VP will belong to Type D1, for examples, zou shang “walk to”; gan shang 
“catch up with”; pa shang “climb up”. 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  3	  1.1	  The	  classification	  of	  shang	  –	  type	  e.	  (Pg	  3)	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Type D2: Abstract meaning 
Different from Type D2, the duration of the act is much longer, for 
example, zhu shang “live somewhere”. And the verb can be not only an 
abstract word but also a concrete word, for example, ai shang “fall in love” 
and kan shang “see in someone”. But in Type D2, shang does not have the 
directional meaning, but have an abstract meaning in phrases. In the 
example ai shang “fall in love”, shang does not indicate that ai “love” is on 
something, but indicate that the act ai “love” has a result. Shang has lost its 
concrete meaning in Type D2. 
1.2 DATA SELECTION 
The data is selected based on three time periods: I) from 1500 to 1800; II) from 
1930 to 1960; III) from 1980 to 2006. According to Diao (2006), “Chinese 
language has undergone significant change, which is from the classical Chinese to 
middle Chinese, and finally to modern Chinese” and these three specific time 
periods represent the height of different Chinese language respectively. All data 
used in this thesis fit into the same genre: novel. There are three Chinese novels 
under each time period, nine novels in total, as illustrated in Table 1 below. 
 
Time Data Distribition 
 
I.   1500 – 1800 
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  II.  1930-1960 













III. 1980 – 2006 












Table 1. “Data Distribution” 
It is to be noted that the number of the characters of each novel is calculated by 
using the software WordSmith 5.0.  
1.2.1 TIME PERIOD I (1500 - 1800)  
In this period both SHZ and HLM were landmarks in the history of vernacular 
Chinese fiction. SHZ was known as the earliest vernacular Chinese novel and it 
was written by Shi Nai An in 1540. This book described a tragic story of how the 
leader Song Jiang began the Peasant Uprising and finally turned from victory to 
failure. This novel has 120 chapters in total but I only focus on analyzing the first 
80 chapters. The first 80 chapters have 540,846 characters in total. 
CKPAJQ was written by Ling Meng Chu in 1627. This book was made up of 
39 different short stories and all stories could be divided into two sections. One 
section was about life and overseas trade, the other section described love and 
marriage. This book has 394,571 characters in total. 
HLM was written by Cao Xue Qin in 1784. The story was about the ups and 
downs of a rich family. The book described love and friendship, and revealed the 
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dark side of life like corruption and the ugly side of humans, such as the greed for 
money and power. HLM has 120 chapters in total but I only use the first 80 
chapters in this thesis. The first 80 chapters have 587,262 characters in total. 
1.2.2 TIME PERIOD II (1930 - 1960) 
In this period vernacular Chinese was more commonly used than the classical 
Chinese language in novels, because the influence of the vernacular movement of 
modern times is still existed. “Because of the influence of the vernacular 
movement, the classic Chinese which has occupied the dominate position in 
Chinese language has gradually faded from the history, and the vernacular Chinese 
steps on to the main stage of Chinese language history.” (Yu, 2002) 
All three novels used in this part were written by Chinese famous writers, who 
have not only written many good literatures but promoted the development of 
Modern Chinese. 
LTXZ was written by Lao She in 1936. This novel told a story of an ordinary 
trishaw puller by the name Xiang Zi. By describing his miserable life, the story 
showed how the poor in Peking suffered a life of hardship and poverty, and it also 
revealed the darkness in old China. The novel has 134,368 characters in total. 
JHYY was written by Lin Yu Tang in 1939 and translated by Zhang Zhen Yu. 
The book described the life of several different families who were living in Peking 
in the Republic period of China. A remarkable characteristic of this novel is that 
the writer tried to tell a Chinese story from a western view. The novel has 526,940 
characters in total. 
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QCZG was written by Yang Mo in 1958. The story described the tortuous path 
of the heroine, Lin Dao Jing, from a country girl to a revolutionary. The novel has 
377,639 characters in total. 
1.2.3 TIME PERIOD III (1980 - 2006) 
In this period vernacular Chinese had gradually stepped down from the stage and 
Modern Chinese was dominated in novels (Zhu, 2007). All three novels in this 
period have won different literature awards, so they could be seen as representative 
of modern Chinese language. 
HGL was written by Mo Yan in 1986. It won the 4th Chinese Outstanding 
Novelette Award. The novel described the life of a strong and wise woman. This 
story revealed the cruelty of the Japanese invaders as well as the bravery of 
Chinese civilians and soldiers. The novel has 49,123 characters in total. 
QQ was written by Jia Ping Ao in 2005. It won the 3rd Mao Dun Literature 
Award. The story was about a “madman” called Yin Sheng. It described the close 
bond between peasants and their land, and it revealed the bitter life of Chinese 
peasants. The novel has 432,072 characters in total. 
HGSS was written by Zhou Da Xin in 2006. It won the 7th Mao Dun Literature 
Award. This novel described simple country life, from sowing seeds to get married, 
give birth, and finally divorce. The story tried to show how the development of the 
countryside influenced people's life and the importance of retaining our own 
characteristics under the change of time. The novel has 193,818 characters in total. 
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1.2.4 PROCEDURES OF DATA ANALYSIS 
Software EditPlus 3 and WordSmith 5.0 are used to analyze the nine novels.  
Step 1: Use software EditPlus 3 to change novel’s format because articles in 
Chinese language are unreadable for WordSmith 5.0. 
Step 2: After changing the format, I will use WordSmith 5.0 to generate a 
concordance list of shang-phrases. According to the shang classification 
scheme 4 , these shang-phrases will be classified into corresponding 
categories and the quantities of shang will be recorded in Microsoft Excel. 
Step 3: Analyze the statistics data. Nine Chinese novels are selected based on 
three time periods and the comparison of each shang’s type will be 
conducted across these three time periods. But the number of Chinese 
words in nine selected Chinese novels is different, so the statistical data 
will be compared using three different methods in order to observe the 
general trend of shang’s usage. Given the fact that the novels have 
different word counts, the percentage of each type of shang will be used to 
objectively reflect the general trend of shang. This methodology is similar 
to one of the measurements of lexical complexity, which is type-token 
ratios (TTR). Both methodologies are used to reflect the general trend of 
one aspect by calculating the ration of two variables. However, TTR is 
heavily depended on the size of the sample. The advantage of the 
methodology used in this thesis is that all results are presented in 
percentage format, whereas the TTR method presents all results in 
numbers. The difference leads to the fact that the method used in this 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  4	  	  the	  new	  shang	  classification.	  (Pg	  4)	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thesis is more reasonable and better to be used because the data is not 
heavily depended on the size of the sample. So all results are more suitable 
to be comparable and can reflect the general trend of shang more 
objectively.      
1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THE WORK 
The thesis is divided into four main chapters. Except from this chapter of 
introduction, the other chapters concentrated on addressing the different 
characteristics and usages of shang based on The New Shang Classifications 
mentioned in section 1.1. In chapter two I will discuss the development of shang in 
noun phrases and then I will explain the change pattern of shang in verb phrases in 
chapter three respectively. In chapter four, all findings will be summarized and 
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CHAPTER TWO SHANG IN NOUN PHRASES 
Chinese word shang has two functions in NPs, one lexical, the other functional. As 
a lexical word, it can be used as a noun or an adjective. As a functional word, it 
combines with verbs to express diverse grammatical meanings. These uses of 
shang are illustrated as follows: 
Functional expressions of shang Examples 
 
TYPE A 
1. shang as a noun shang xia “up and down”  
xiang shang “upward”  
2. shang as an adjective shang deng “superior level”  
TYPE B NP + shang zhuo zi shang “on the desk”  
shu shang “in the book”  
Table 2. “Demonstration of shang in NPs” 
I further classify the three functional expressions of shang into two types. For Type 
A, I combine “shang as a noun” and “shang as an adjective” into one type because 
these two kinds of shang can be used as an independent constituent in NPs. For 
Type B, I sort out “NP + shang” individually because this kind of shang is used as 
a functional word in NPs. Shang in Type B is used to modify the preceding noun, 
not to emphasize or amplify the meaning of the preceding noun. Based on the 
above classification, I will discuss the developmental tendency of shang from the 
year 1540 to 2006 in the following sections. 
2.1 TYPE A: SHANG AS A NOUN OR AN ADJECTIVE   
In order to analyze data more accurately, I sort out two sub-classifications for Type 
A, as follows: 
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Type A1: shang is an individual constituent in the phrase.  
Type A2: shang is used as an adjective, or the phrase consists of shang and a 
preposition. 
There are two things that need to be noted about Type A1 and Type A2. Firstly, 
shang in both sub-types is only used in Noun Phrases. Secondly, in Type A2, 
shang is used as an adjective only when shang precedes a NP. And other kinds of 
shang in Type A1 and Type A2 still function as nouns. 
2.1.1  SHANG  IN  TYPE A1 
Type A1: shang is an individual constituent in the phrase. 
Yang (2003) points out that “directional words are commonly used with other 
words in phrases, but directional words can also be used individually when they 
meets particular requirements”.  According to Lü (1999), when shang is used as an 
individual constituent, shang corresponds to xia “down”. And both shang and xia 
function as a noun in NPs. In this thesis I adopt Lü’s concept as the standard for 
Type A1, for examples: 
sui        zhi   shang  xia                      (JHYY) 
follow  it     up        down 
‘follow it up and down’ 
cong  shang dao  xia                          (QCZG) 
from  up        to    down 
‘from top to bottom’ 
Following the principle of Type A1 classification, I pick out all shang-phrases 
matching the qualification of Type A1 from all nine Chinese novels, and calculate 
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the quantity of these shang-phrases in them because statistical data may reveal the 
pattern of change. 
2.1.2 SHANG IN TYPE A2   
Type A2: shang is used as an adjective, or the phrase consists of shang and a 
preposition. 
“Most of the time, monosyllabic localizers follow ordinary nouns, changing them 
into place words…This is especially the case for the two localizers shang and 
li, …Thus, they are sometimes considered as adjectives…Usually they are treated 
as a subclass of nouns” (Li, 2003) According to Lü (1999), when shang is used as 
an adjective, shang is classified into a single type called “shang + noun”5. In this 
thesis, I classify adjective shang into Type A because adjective shang is only used 
in noun phrases, for example, shang shen “upper body”.  
From Lü’s classification “preposition + shang” we can see that when shang is 
used as a noun in phrases, the preposition must precede shang. However in Type 
A2, I change Lü’s classification into “shang and a preposition” because shang also 
can precede a preposition, for example, shang bian “on top”. The extension of Lü’s 
classification can make shang’s positions more flexible in noun phrases. 
2.1.3 THE CHANGE PATTERN OF SHANG IN THREE TIME PERIODS 
As mentioned in chapter one, there are nine Chinese novels selected from three 
different time periods. I collect the statistical data from each novel and then 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 1.1 The classification of shang - type c (Pg.3) 
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compare results in two ways. First, the comparison will be conducted within each 
time period. Second, I will compare statistical data across the three time periods.  
 I divide the data into two sets. The first set has three groups of data. One group 
shows the total number of shang in each type. The other group shows the total 
number of all shang-NPs in each novel. And the last group of data is the total 
words of each novel. The second set of data has two groups. One group shows the 
percentage of each type of shang in shang-NPs. And the other group shows the 
frequency of each shang type that appear in every one hundred words. I abbreviate 
the name of the data “the percentage of shang per 100 words” to “normalized 
shang (%)”. Due to the fact that each novel has different number of words, the 
occurrence percentage of shang in per 100 words will reflect the development of 
shang more objectively than the percentage of shang in NPs. 
There are three steps to calculate the percentage of “normalized shang (%)”.  
First step: the number of shang in the certain type divided by the total words of 
the novel.  
Second step: the result of first step times 100. 
Third step: convert the result of second step into the percentage. 
TIME PERIOD I (1500 - 1800) 
There are three Chinese novels are chosen in this time period, which are SHZ, 
CKPAJQ, and HLM in chronological order. And the distribution of shang in each 
novel is demonstrated in Table 2(SET AI) and (SET BI) below.  
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of the novel 
SHZ 74 2552 540,846 234 2552 540,846 
CKPAJQ 46 1042 394,571 103 2042 394,571 
HLM 79 1639 587,262 342 1639 587,262 
Table 2(SET AI) TIME PERIOD I. “The Number of Shang in TYPE A” 
 
 Type A1 Type A2 
Novels In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) 
SHZ 2.90 1.37 9.17 4.33 
CKPAJQ 4.41 1.17 9.88 2.61 
HLM 4.82 1.35 20.87 5.82 
Table 2(SET BI) TIME PERIOD I. “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE A” 
From Table 2(SET BI) we can see that I use both “shang in NPs (%)” and 
“normalized shang (%)” to demonstrate the change pattern of shang. I do it for the 
following reasons.  
The novels are different in length, which means the total number of shang-NPs 
is different as well. This phenomenon leads to a problem, that is, if we use “shang 
in NPs (%)” to present the pattern of change, the result will be inaccurate or even 
incorrect because the statistical data of each novel uses different bases, which is 
the total number of shang-NPs. But if we use “normalized shang (%)” to show the 
trend of the development, the result will be more lucid and convincing because the 
statistical data of all novels haves the same base, which is every 100 words, and it 
will not be influenced by the different number of words in each novel. Based on 
the discussion above, I will do the comparison by using the statistical data of 
“normalized shang (%)” to show the development of shang throughout times. 
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From Table 2(SET AI) we can see that Type A1 is not used as commonly as 
Type A2 and shang in Type A1 covers a very small proportion in the total shang-
NPs, which is from2.90% to 4.82%. In Type A1, the percentage of “normalized 
shang (%)” decreases from 1.37% to 1.17% first and then goes up to 1.35%, but 
the general trend of shang in Type A1 is on the decrease and the floating range is 
between 0.41% and 1.92%. To sum up, the usage of shang in Type A1 is decreased 
from the year 1540 to 1784 according to the above statistical data. 
In Type A2, the data of “shang in NPs (%)” increases from 9.17% to 20.87%, 
but the data of “normalized shang (%)” does not increase gradually. It drops from 
4.33% to 2.61% first and then rapidly climbs to 5.82%. But there is still an upward 
trend in general, which is from 4.33% to 5.82%. According to the above statistical 
data, the usage of shang in Type A2 is increased from the year 1540 to 1784. 
In order to get the integrated statistical data for Period One, I reprocess the data 
in three steps. Firstly, I add the quantity of shang in SHZ, CKPAJQ and HLM 
together according to two sub-classifications: Type A1 and Type A2. In Type A1, 
the total number of shang is 199, and in Type A2, the total number of shang is 679. 
Secondly, I calculate the total Chinese words of three novels and the numerical 
result is 1,522,679. Finally, based on the two groups of data above, I separately 
calculate the data of “shang in NPs (%)” and the data of “normalized shang (%)”. 
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The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD I 
 Type A1 Type A2 
Total Number 199 679 
In NPs (%) 3.80 12.98 
Normalized shang (%) 1.31 4.46 
Table 2(I). “The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD I” 
TIME PERIOD II (1930 - 1960) 
There are three Chinese novels chosen in this time period, which are LTXZ, JHYY, 
and QCZG in chronological order. And the distribution of shang in each novel is 
demonstrated in Table 2(SET AII) and (SET BII) below. 











Total words of 
the novel 
LTXZ 12 636 134,368 32 636 134,368 
JHYY 17 1630 526,940 109 1630 526,940 
QCZG 24 1514 377,639 24 1514 377,639 
Table 2(SET AII) TIME PERIOD II. “The Number of Shang in TYPE A” 
 
 Type A1 Type A2 
Novels In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) 
LTXZ 1.89 0.89 5.03 2.38 
JHYY 1.04 0.32 6.69 2.07 
QCZG 1.59 0.64 7.33 2.94 
Table 2(SET BII) TIME PERIOD II.  “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE A” 
From Table 2(SET BII) we can see that in Type A1, the percentage of “shang in NPs” 
is on the decrease and the percentage of “normalized shang” drops as well, from 
0.89% to 0.64%. The change is not steady because it drops to 0.32% first and then 
climbs to 0.64%. However, the decreasing range is very small, which is between 
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0.30% and 0.57%. To sum up, the usage of shang in Type A1 decreases from the 
year 1936 to 1958. 
In Type A2, the percentage of “shang in NPs” increases gradually and the 
percentage of “normalized shang (%)”rises as well. It is to be noted that the 
occurrence of shang decreases to 0.31% first and then rises to 2.94% in the end. 
And the general trend of shang in Type A2 is still going upward. To sum up, the 
usage of shang in Type A2 increases from the year 1936 to 1958. 
In order to get the integrated statistical data for Period Two, I also use three 
steps to reprocess the original data. First, I combine all data together under each 
subtype.  In Type A1, the total number of shang is 53, and in Type A2, the total 
number of shang is 252. Second, the total words of three novels are 1,038,947. 
Third, results of “shang in NPs (%)” and “normalized shang (%)” are illustrated in 
Table 2(II) below. 
The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD II 
 Type A1 Type A2 
Total Number 53 252 
In NPs (%) 1.40 6.67 
Normalized shang (%) 0.51 2.43 
Table 2(II). “The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD II” 
In comparison with the statistics of “normalized shang (%)” in Type A that I list in 
Table 2(I) for Time period one, the proportion of shang is much smaller in Time 
period two. Focusing on the percentage of “normalized shang” we can see that 
shang in Type A1 decreases to 0.80% and shang in Type A2 decreases to 2.03% in 
the last five centuries. 
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TIME PERIOD III (1980 - 2006) 
There are three Chinese novels chosen in this time period, which are HGL, QQ, 
and HGSS in chronological order. And the distribution of shang in each novel is 
demonstrated in Table 2(SET AIII) and (SET BIII) below. 











Total words of 
the novel 
HGL 6 354 49,123 13 354 49,123 
QQ 11 2381 432,072 116 2381 432,072 
HGSS 7 991 193,818 97 991 193,818 
Table 2(SET AIII) TIME PERIOD III. “The Number of Shang in TYPE A” 
 
 Type A1 Type A2 
Novels In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) 
HGL 1.69 1.22 3.67 2.65 
QQ 0.46 0.25 4.87 2.68 
HGSS 0.71 0.36 9.79 5.00 
Table 2(SET BIII) TIME PERIOD III. “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE A” 
From Table 2(SET BIII) we can see that in Type A1 the percentage of “normalized 
shang (%)” decreases gradually. The range is very small, which is between 0.11% 
and 0.97%. But the general trend of shang is still decreasing in Period Three from 
the year 1986 to 2006. 
By contrast, “shang in NPs (%)” and “normalized shang (%)” increases 
gradually in Type A2. And the range of “normalized shang (%)” is larger, which is 
between 0.03% and 2.35%. To sum up, the general trend of shang’s change in 
Type A2 increases from the year 1986 to 2006. 
In order to get the integrated statistical data for Period Three, I still use three 
steps to reprocess the original data. First, I combine all data together under each 
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subtype.  In Type A1, the total number of shang is 24, and in Type A2, the total 
number of shang is 226. Second, the total words of three novels are 675,013. Third, 
results of “shang in NPs(%)” and “normalized shang (%)” are illustrated in Table 
2(III) below. 
The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD III 
 Type A1 Type A2 
Total Number 24 226 
In NPs (%) 0.64 6.07 
Normalized shang (%) 0.36 3.35 
Table 2(III). “The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD III” 
In comparison with the statistics of shang I list in Table 2(III) for Period Two, we 
can conclude that the proportion of “normalized shang”  in Type A1 is smaller in 
Period Three, dropping from 0.51% to 0.36%, whereas the proportion of shang in 
Type A2 increases from 2.43% to 3.35% during the last 70 years. 
2.1.4 THE DEVELOPMENT OF SHANG IN TYPE A 
In order to observe the pattern of shang’s change during the last 500 years, I will 
combine all statistical data of each time period into one table, as demonstrated 
below in Table 3. 
 Type A1 Type A2 
Periods Total Number Normalized shang (%) Total Number Normalized shang (%) 
I 199 1.31 679 4.46 
II 53 0.51 252 2.43 
III 24 0.36 226 3.35 
Table 3. “The Distribution of Shang in Three Time Periods” 
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The graph below is based on the statistics listed in Table 3. It visually illustrates 
the change pattern of shang in Type A through the 500 years. I set TWO 
SUBTYPES as the horizontal axis and THE PERCENTAGE OF NORMALIZED 
SHANG as the longitudinal axis. 
 
Figure 1. “The Development of Shang in Type A” 
From the statistical data of Type A1 we can see that the percentage of “normalized 
shang” is gradually decreasing from 1.31% to 0.36% over the three time periods. 
And in Type the percentage of “normalized shang” is also decreasing from 4.46% 
to 3.35%. Even though the development of shang is on the decrease, the range is 
very small. For Type A1, the range is between 0.15% and 0.95%; and for Type A2, 
the range is between 0.92% and 2.03%. To sum up, the usage of shang in Type A 
has been constantly decreasing during the past 500 years.   
2.2 SHANG IN TYPE B 
Lü (1999) classifies “NP + shang” into four sub-types, defined as follows: 






Type	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Time	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Represent the range, similar to li “in”. 
Represent the aspect, usually preceded by zai “at” and cong “from”. 
Use after the age, means …de shi hou “when…” 
I combine Lü’s four types into two, Type B1 and Type B2, defined as follows: 
Type B1: Concrete Meaning 
Type B2: Abstract Meaning 
Different from Lü’s standard, the new sub-classification of Type B depends on the 
meaning of the NP. “The meanings of words can be either grammatical or 
substantive. A grammatical word of course refers to the meaning of the word, but a 
substantive word to the concrete senses it implies” (Sun, 1996). In Type B, if the 
preceding word is a concrete noun, such as chuang “bed” and tou “head” and the 
NP has a concrete meaning, the phrase belongs to Type B1. So chuang shang and 
tou shang are Type B1 phrases. In Type B1, shang is used to indicate the location 
of the object or the place, that is, shang is used in its concrete meaning. I classify 
the first sub-type of Lü’s “NP + shang” classification into Type B1. The reason is 
that in Type B1, the NP is used to indicate something is on the surface of an object, 
for example, chuang shang means “(there is something) on the bed”, and tou shang 
means “(there is something) on the head”.  
If the preceding word is an abstract noun, such as jing ji “economics” and li shi 
“history”, and the NP has an abstract meaning as well, the phrase belongs to Type 
B2. So jingji shang and lishi shang are Type B2 phrases. In Type B2, shang has 
lost its directional meaning. It means in Type B2 shang is not used in its concrete 
meaning, but in its abstract meaning. In the example li shi shang “in history”, 
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shang does not mean li shi “history” is on something, but means “throughout 
history”. 
I classify other three sub-types of Lü’s “NP + shang” classification into Type 
B2. The reason is that in Type B2, the NP is not a directional word, for example, 
lishi shang does not mean “up to history”. It means “historically”. Type B2 is more 
abstract than Type B1 because shang no longer indicates location or direction.  
There are some phrases which are ambiguous between Type B1 and Type B2. 
That is, the noun is concrete, but the phrase has abstract meaning, like phrase in 
Type B2. Consider the example below: 
zhen      shang                               (QCZG) 
town      on 
‘in the town’ 
Zhen “town” is a concrete noun. If the phrase “zhen shang” means there is 
something on the surface of the town, the phrase becomes meaningless because 
towns do not have surfaces. But when we understand the phrase “zhen shang” to 
mean something in the town, shang has lost its directional or locational meaning. 
And the phrase has an abstract meaning so it belongs to Type B2 instead. There are 
many shang-phrases of this kind in Chinese, such as xiang shang “in the village”, 
ting shang “in the living room” and fu shang “in the palace”. 
Some noun phrases can be classified as Type B1 as well as Type B2, with the 
preceding nouns in these NPs being concrete, for example: 
bao   shang                            (JHYY) 
newspaper   on 
‘from the newspaper’ 
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According to the context, when the phrase bao shang belongs to Type B1, shang is 
simply used to indicate that there is something on the surface of the newspaper. 
But if the phrase bao shang belongs to Type B2, shang is used to indicate that 
people can read some content from the newspaper. The content is an abstract word 
because it cannot be put on the surface of the newspaper. In this case, the phrase 
bao shang is Type B2. There are many shang-phrases of this kind in Chinese, such 
as lian shang “on the face”, lu shang “on the road” and jie shang “on the street”. 
2.2.1 THE CHANGE PATTERN OF SHANG IN THREE TIME PERIODS 
According to the definition of Type B I have explained above, I divided all “noun 
+ shang” into two sub-types for each Chinese novel. The statistical data will be 
given in the following sections. 
TIME PERIOD I (1500 - 1800) 
There are three Chinese novels chosen in this time period, which are SHZ, 
CKPAJQ, and HLM in chronological order. And the distribution of shang in each 
novel is demonstrated in Table 4(SET AI) and (SET BI) below. 











Total words of 
the novel 
SHZ 1280 2552 540,846 964 2552 540,846 
CKPAJQ 575 1042 394,571 318 2042 394,571 
HLM 701 1639 587,262 517 1639 587,262 
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 Type B1:  
Concrete Meaning 
Type B2:  
Abstract Meaning 
Novels In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) 
SHZ 50.16 23.67 37.77 17.82 
CKPAJQ 55.18 14.57 30.52 8.06 
HLM 42.77 11.94 31.54 8.80 
Table 4(SET BI) TIME PERIOD I. “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE B” 
From Table 4(SET AI) and (SET BI) we can see that Type B1 is more common than 
Type B2 and shang in Type B1 covers a very large proportion among shang-NPs, 
from 55.18% to 42.77%. In Type B1, the data of “normalized shang (%)” floats up 
and down in Period One. First the rate goes up 5.02% to 55.18% and then drops 
12.41% to 42.77%. To sum up, the general trend of shang in Type B1 increases 
first in the period from 1540 to 1627, and then decreases between 1627 and 1784. 
It is to be noted that the rate of decrease is higher than the rate of increase. 
In Type B2, the data of “shang in NPs (%)” decreases from 37.77% to 31.54%. 
It drops from 37.77% to 30.52% first and then rises to 31.54%, but the overall rate 
of shang in NPs is falling. The data of “normalized shang (%)” decreases as well, 
but it drops from 17.82% to 8.06% first and then climbs only 0.74% to 8.80%. In 
general, there is still a downward trend. 
In order to get the integrated statistical data for Period One, I reprocess the data 
in the same three steps I used in Type A. First I add the quantity of shang in SHZ, 
CKPAJQ and HLM together according to two sub-classifications: Type B1 and 
Type B2. In Type B1, the total number of shang is 2556, and in Type B2, it is 
1799. Secondly, the total words of three novels are 1,522,679. Finally, based on 
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the two groups of data above, I separately calculate “shang in NPs (%)” and 
“normalized shang (%)”. And the result is illustrated in Table 4(I) below. 
The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD I 
 Type B1: Concrete Meaning Type B2: Abstract Meaning 
Total Number 2556 1799 
In NPs (%) 48.84 34.38 
Normalized shang (%) 16.79 11.81 
Table 4(I). “The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD I” 
TIME PERIOD II (1930 - 1960) 
There are three Chinese novels chosen in this time period, which are LTXZ, JHYY, 
and QCZG in chronological order. And the distribution of shang in each novel is 
demonstrated in Table 4(SET AII) and (SET BII) below. 











Total words of the 
novel 
LTXZ 392 636 134,368 200 636 134,368 
JHYY 1045 1630 526,940 459 1630 526,940 
QCZG 1173 1514 377,639 206 1514 377,639 
Table 4(SET AII) TIME PERIOD II. “The Number of Shang in TYPE B” 
 Type B1:  
Concrete Meaning 
Type B2:  
Abstract Meaning 
Novels In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) 
LTXZ 61.64 29.17 31.45 14.81 
JHYY 64.11 19.83 28.16 8.71 
QCZG 77.48 29.82 13.61 5.45 
Table 4(SET BII) TIME PERIOD II. “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE B”  
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From Table 4(SET AII) and (SET BII) we can see that in Type B1 both “shang in NPs 
(%)” and “normalized shang (%)” is on the increase. But the increasing rate of the 
data “normalized shang (%)” is smaller than “shang in NPs (%)”, which is 
between 9.99% and 0.65%. To sum up, the general trend of shang in Type B1 is a 
slight increase between 1936 and 1958. 
In Type B2, both “shang in NPs (%)” and “normalized shang (%)” is on the 
decrease. But the percentage of “normalized shang” decreases at a smaller rate 
than the percentage of shang in NPs, which is between 9.36% and 3.26%. To sum 
up, the general trend of shang in Type B1 is a decrease from 1936 to 1958. 
In order to get the integrated statistical data for Period Two, I still use three 
steps to reprocess the original data. First, I combine all data together under each 
subtype.  In Type B1, the total number of shang is 2610, and in Type B2, the total 
number of shang is 865. Second, the total words of three novels are 1,038,947. 
Third, results of “shang in NPs (%)” and “normalized shang (%)” are illustrated in 
Table 4(II) below. 
The Distribution of Shang in Time period II 
 Type B1: Concrete Meaning Type B2: Abstract Meaning 
Total Number 2610 865 
In NPs (%) 69.05 22.88 
Normalized shang (%) 25.12 8.33 
Table 4(II). “The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD II” 
In comparison with the statistical data of “normalized shang (%)” in Period One 
which is listed in Table 4(I), in Period Two the proportion of shang in Type B1 
goes up whereas the proportion of shang in Type B2 goes down. Focusing on the 
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data “normalized shang (%)”, we can see that shang has a 8.33% increase in Type 
B1 and a 3.48% decrease in Type B2, which means the concrete usage of shang in 
NPs is increasing but the abstract usage of shang in NPs is decreasing from the 
year 1540 to 1958. 
TIME PERIOD III (1980 - 2006) 
There are three Chinese novels chosen in this time period, which are HGL, QQ, 
and HGSS in chronological order. And the distribution of shang in each novel is 
demonstrated in Table 4(SET AIII) and (SET BIII) below. 











Total words of 
the novel 
HGL 174 354 49,123 161 354 49,123 
QQ 1885 2381 432,072 369 2381 432,072 
HGSS 698 991 193,818 189 991 193,818 
Table 4(SET AIII) TIME PERIOD III. “The Number of Shang in TYPE B”  
 
 Type B1:  
Concrete Meaning 
Type B2:  
Abstract Meaning 
Novels In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) 
HGL 49.15 35.42 45.48 26.67 
QQ 79.17 43.63 15.50 8.54 
HGSS 70.43 36.01 19.07 9.75 
Table 4(SET BIII) TIME PERIOD III. “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE B” 
From Table 4(SET AIII) and (SET BIII) we can see that in Type B1 the percentage of 
“shang in NPs” climbs sharply from 49.15% to 79.17%, and the percentage of 
“normalized shang” increase smoothly from 35.42% to 43.63%. Though the 
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percentage drops from 43.63% to 36.01% from the year 2005 to 2006, the average 
rising rate for shang in each novel is only 2.74% from the year 1986 to 2006. 
By contrast, “shang in NPs (%)” and “normalized shang (%)” decreases in 
Type B2, especially in the year 2005. The data of “shang in NPs (%)”decreases 
from 45.48% to 15.50% and “normalized shang (%)” drops from 26.67% to 8.54%. 
The range of “normalized shang (%)” is larger than that in the other two time 
periods, which is in between 1.21% and 18.13%. To sum up, the general trend of 
shang’s change in Type B2 decreases rapidly from the year 1986 to 2006. 
In order to get the integrated statistical data for Period Three, I combine all 
data together under each subtype. In Type B1, the total number of shang is 2757, 
and in Type B2, the total number of shang is 719. The total words of three novels 
are 675,013. The result of “shang in NPs (%)” and “normalized shang (%)” is 
illustrated in Table 4(III) below.  
The Distribution of Shang in Time period III 
 Type B1 Type B2 
Total Number 2757 719 
In NPs (%) 73.99 19.30 
Normalized shang (%) 40.84 10.65 
Table 4(III). “The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD III” 
In comparison with the statistical data of shang in Period Two and focusing on 
data “normalized shang (%)”, we can conclude that during the last 70 years, the 
proportion of shang in both Type B1 and Type B2 has a rise in Period Three. The 
percentage of shang in Type B1 has an obvious rise, which is from 25.12% to 
40.84%. And the percentage of shang in Type B2 rises from 8.33% to 10.65%. To 
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sum up, the concrete usage of shang in NPs increases and the abstract usage of 
shang NPs increases as well from the year 1936 to 2006. 
2.2.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF SHANG IN TYPE B 
In order to observe the development of shang during the last 500 years, I will 
combine the statistical data of each time period into one table, as demonstrated 
below in Table 5. 
 Type B1 Type B2 
Time Period Total Number Normalized shang (%) Total Number Normalized shang (%) 
I 2556 16.79 1799 11.81 
II 2610 25.12 865 8.33 
III 2757 40.84 719 10.65 
Table 5. “The Distribution of Shang in three Time periods” 
The graph below is based on the statistics listed in Table 5. Similar to Type A, I set 
TWO SUBTYPES as the horizontal axis and THE PERCENTAGE OF 
NORMALIZED SHANG as the longitudinal axis. 
 
Figure 2. “The Development of shang in Type B”  
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From the statistical data of Type B1 we can see that “normalized shang (%)” is 
gradually increasing from 16.79% to 40.84% in three time periods. In Type B2, the 
increase of “normalized shang (%)” is not obvious. We can see from Table 7 that 
the percentage drops to 8.33% first and finally goes up to 10.65%, which is only 
1.16% different from Period One. That is why the difference is not obvious in the 
graph. To sum up, in the phrase “NP + shang”, the concrete usage of shang has 
constantly increased, and the abstract usage of shang has slightly decreased during 
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CHAPTER THREE SHANG IN VERB PHRASES 
In verb phrases, shang has two functions, one lexical, the other functional. As a 
lexical word, it can be used as a verb. As a functional word, it combines with verbs 
to express diverse grammatical meanings. These uses of shang are illustrated as 
follows: 




shang as a verb 
Concrete Meaning shang jing “go to Beijing”  
shang chuang “go to bed”  




VP + shang 
Concrete Meaning zou shang “walk to”  
guan shang “close …”  
Abstract Meaning kan shang “like …”  
Table 6. “Demonstration of Shang in VPs” 
I further classify the two functional expressions of shang into two types. In Type C, 
shang is used as a lexical word in phrases. According to the NP after V-shang, I 
classify shang-phrases into two sub-types: the phrase has a concrete meaning; and 
the phrase has an abstract meaning. For Type D, shang is used as a functional word, 
represented by “VP + shang”. Shang in Type D is used to modify the preceding 
verb, not to emphasize or amplify the meaning of the preceding verb. And when 
shang is used after an abstract word, shang loses its directional meaning in phrases. 
Based on the above classification, I will discuss the developmental tendency of 
shang in verb phrases from 1500s to the present in the following sections. 
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3.1 TYPE C: SHANG AS VERB 
In order to make data analysis easily, I further categorize two sub-classifications 
for Type C as: 
Type C1: The NP after V-shang has a concrete meaning.  
Type C2: The word after V-shang has an abstract meaning. 
There are two things that need to be noted. Firstly, in Type C shang precedes all 
words in phrases. Secondly, in Type C1 the word structured after shang should be 
a NP, but in Type C2 the word structured after shang has no limit. 
3.1.1 SHANG IN TYPE C1 
Type C1: The NP after V-shang has a concrete meaning.  
When shang is used as a verb, Lü (1999) divides shang into ten sub-types 
according to the different meanings of shang-phrases. But for the new 
classification of shang, I focus on the meaning of the word which is following after 
V-shang.  
“When shang describes the movement is from the lower place to the higher 
place, shang is used in its basic directional meaning” (Zhang, 2004). In Type C1, 
shang is used in its concrete meaning, that is, shang is used to indicate the 
direction of the movement. And the NP after V-shang must have a concrete 
meaning, for examples: 
shang  shan                                           (QCZG) 
               up        the mountain 
               ‘climb up the mountain’ 
shang  chuang                                       (JHYY) 
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               up        the bed 
               ‘go to bed’ 
We can see that shan “the mountain” and chuang “the bed” are concrete nouns, 
and V-shang in both phrases not only make a movement but also indicate the 
direction of the act.  
But two NPs in the above examples have a difference.  In example shang shan, 
the NP shan “the mountain” has a permanent location, which means the position of 
shan “the mountain” is unchangeable. But in example shang chuang, the NP 
chuang “the bed” does not have a permanent location, which means the position of 
chuang “the bed” can easily change. According to these two examples, we can see 
that there are two different kinds of phrases in Type C1. 
The NP has a permanent position.  
The position or the location of the object and the place that represented by a 
NP is predictable and not easy to change. Like the NP in example shang 
shan, the location of shan “the mountain” is permanent because it can 
hardly be moved from one place to another. There is another example, 
shang tu shu guan “go to the library”. The location of Tu shu guan “the 
library” is also not easy to change. 
The NP does not have a permanent position.  
The position or the location of the object and the place that represented by 
the NP is unpredictable or can easily change. Like the NP in example shang 
chuang, the location of chuang “the bed” can easily move. Another 
example is shang le suo “lock up”. Like chuang “the bed”, the place where 
we put suo “the lock” can change easily. 
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3.1.2 SHANG IN TYPE C2 
Type C2: The word after V-shang has an abstract meaning. 
Compared to Type C1, there are two differences of shang-phrases in Type C2. 
Firstly, in Type C2 shang is used in its abstract meaning, that is, shang can not 
only be used to indicate the direction of the movement, but also indicate the result 
of the act. “Shang can be used without considering its directional function. It only 
represents a movement” (Zhang, 1995). For example, shang ke tang “go to class”. 
Secondly, the word after V-shang cannot only be concrete NPs, but abstract NPs, 
verbs or prepositions. Here are some examples:  
shang precedes a concrete noun. 
              shang  xue                                                         (QQ) 
              up        the school 
              go to school 
shang precedes an abstract noun. 
              shang  ban                                                         (HLM) 
              up        the work 
              go to work 
shang precedes a verb. 
              shang  diao                                                        (LTXZ) 
              up        hang 
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shang precedes a preposition. 
               shang  qian                                                        (HGL) 
               up        forward 
               go forward 
It is to be noted that when the word after V-shang is a concrete noun, the phrase 
can belong to either Type C1 or Type C2. Thus, the classification of shang will 
further rely on the meaning of shang-phrases. If the phrase has a concrete meaning, 
shang belongs to Type C1. But if the phrase has an abstract meaning, shang 
belongs to Type C2.  
3.1.3 THE CHANGE PATTERN  OF SHANG IN THREE TIME PERIODS 
The data comparison will be conducted within each time period, and then the data 
will be compared across the three time periods. I divide all data into two sets. In 
SET A, there are three groups of data. One group of data is the total number of 
shang in each type. One group of data is the total number of V-shang phrases in 
each novel. One group of data is the number of words in each novel. In SET B, 
there are two groups of data. The first group of data is the percentage of each 
shang type of all V-shang phrases. The second group of data is the frequency of 
each shang type in every one hundred words of the novel, and I abbreviate the 
name of the data “the percentage of shang in every 100 words” to “normalized 
shang (%)”.  
In the following section, I will compare the result of the second group of data 
in SET B to summarize the change pattern of V-shang phrases during the last 500 
years. The data “normalized shang (%)” will reflect the pattern of change 
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objectively because all data uses the same base, namely, every 100 words. Due to 
the fact that each novel has different number of words, and the number of VPs in 
each novel is different as well. If I use “the percentage of shang in V-shang 
phrases” as the result, the result of the change pattern of shang in VPs will be 
inaccurate because the data of each novel uses the different base, namely, the 
number of VPs in the novel. 
TIME PERIOD I (1500 - 1800) 
There are three Chinese novels chosen in this time period, which are SHZ, 
CKPAJQ, and HLM in chronological order. And the distribution of shang in each 
novel is demonstrated in Table 6(SET AI) and (SET BI) below. 












Words in the 
novel 
(count) 
SHZ 541 628 540,846 87 628 540,846 
CKPAJQ 114 261 394,571 147 261 394,571 
HLM 62 319 587,262 257 319 587,262 
Table 6(SET AI) TIME PERIOD I. “The Number of Shang in TYPE C” 
 
 Type C1 Type C2 
Novels In VPs (%) Normalized shang (%) In VPs (%) Normalized shang (%) 
SHZ 86.15 10.00 13.85 1.61 
CKPAJ
Q 
43.68 2.89 56.32 3.73 
HLM 19.44 1.06 80.56 4.38 
Table 6(SET BI) TIME PERIOD I. “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE C” 
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From Table 6(SET BI) we can see that in Type C1 the proportion of shang in VPs 
decreases from 86.15% to 19.44%. And the percentage of “normalized shang (%)” 
is also on the decrease in Type C1, which is from 10.00% to 1.06%. The decrease 
is dramatically, especially in between the year 1540 to the year 1627, which is 
from 10.00% to 2.89%. To sum up, the usage of shang in Type C1 decline 
markedly from the year 1540 to 1784 according to the above statistical data. 
In Type C2, the proportion of shang in VPs increases from 13.85% to 80.56%, 
and the percentage of “normalized shang (%)” is also on the increase from 1.61% 
to 4.38%. But the range of increasing is not huge, which is between 1.76% and 
2.77%. According to the above statistical data, the usage of shang in Type C2 has 
an upward trend in general from the year 1540 to 1784. 
From the above statistical data we can conclude that the concrete use of shang 
decreases and the abstract use of shang increase in Period One. This finding 
emphasizes the phenomena of grammaticalization in Period One because the 
process of shang’s changing is “leading from lexical to grammatical forms” (Heine, 
2005). 
In order to get the integrated statistical data for Period One, I reprocess the data 
in three steps. Firstly, I add the quantity of shang in SHZ, CKPAJQ and HLM 
together according to two sub-types: Type C1 and Type C2. In Type C1, the total 
number of shang is 717, and in Type C2, the total number of shang is 491. 
Secondly, there are 1,522,679 Chinese words in three novels. Finally, based on the 
two groups of data above, I separately calculate the data of “shang in VPs (%)” and 
the data of “normalized shang (%)”. Results are illustrated in Table 6(I) below. 
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The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD I 
 Type C1 Type C2 
Total Number 717 491 
In VPs (%) 59.35 40.65 
Normalized shang (%) 4.71 3.22 
Table 6(I). “The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD I” 
TIME PERIOD II (1930-1960) 
There are three Chinese novels chosen in this time period, which are LTXZ, JHYY, 
and QCZG in chronological order. And the distribution of shang in each novel is 
demonstrated in Table 6(SET AII) and (SET BII) below. 












Words in the 
novel 
(count) 
LTXZ 35 90 134,368 55 90 134,368 
JHYY 33 129 526,940 96 129 526,940 
QCZG 79 212 377,639 133 212 377,639 
Table 6(SET AII) TIME PERIOD II. “The Number of Shang in TYPE C” 
 
 Type C1 Type C2 
Novels In VPs (%) Normalized shang (%) In VPs (%) Normalized shang (%) 
LTXZ 38.89 2.60 61.11 4.09 
JHYY 25.58 0.63 74.42 1.82 
QCZG 37.26 2.10 62.74 3.52 
Table 6(SET BII) TIME PERIOD II.  “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE C” 
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From Table 6(SET BII) we can see that in Type C1, the data “shang in VPs (%)” 
drops from 38.89% to 25.58% first and then go up to 37.26%, but the general trend 
of shang in VPs is on the decrease which is from 38.89% to 37.26%. The data 
“normalized shang (%)” is also on the decrease. It drops from 2.60% to 0.63% first 
and then climbs up to 2.10% eventually. The floating range is very small, which is 
in between 0.5% to 1.97%. To sum up, the usage of shang in Type C1 decreases 
from the year 1936 to 1958. 
In Type C2, the data “shang in VPs (%)” rises from 61.11% to 74.42% first 
and then goes down to 62.74%. But the general trend is still on the increase. 
However, the percentage of shang in “normalized shang (%)” decreases gradually 
from 4.09% to 3.52%. To sum up, the usage of shang in Type C2 decreases from 
the year 1936 to 1958. 
In order to get the integrated statistical data for time Period Two, I combine all 
data together under each subtype. And then I add all words in three Chinese novels 
together and calculate the total number of Chinese words as 1,038,947. I also 
integrate and recalculate the data “normalized shang (%)”. Results of “shang in 
VPs (%)” and “normalized shang (%)” are illustrated in Table 6(II) below. 
The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD II 
 Type C1 Type C2 
Total Number 147 284 
In VPs (%) 34.11 65.89 
Normalized shang (%)  1.42 2.73 
Table 6(II). “The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD II” 
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In comparison with the statistical data of shang in Period One, the proportion of 
shang in Type C becomes smaller in Period Two. Focusing on the data 
“normalized shang (%)” we can see that shang in Type C1 decreases 3.29% and 
shang in Type C2 decreases 0.49% during the last 418 years. 
TIME PERIOD III (1980-2006) 
There are three Chinese novels chosen in this time period, which are HGL, QQ, 
and HGSS in chronological order. And the distribution of shang in each novel is 
demonstrated in Table 6(SET AIII) and (SET BIII) below. 











Words in the novel 
(count) 
HGL 10 17 49,123 7 17 49,123 
QQ 67 98 432,072 31 98 432,072 
HGSS 190 242 193,818 52 242 193,818 
Table 6(SET AIII) TIME PERIOD III. “The Number of Shang in TYPE C” 
 
 Type C1 Type C2 
Novels In VPs (%) Normalized shang (%) In VPs (%) Normalized shang (%) 
HGL 58.82 2.04 41.18 1.42 
QQ 68.38 1.55 31.63 0.72 
HGSS 78.51 9.80 21.49 2.68 
Table 6(SET BIII) TIME PERIOD III. “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE C” 
From Table 6(SET BIII) we can see that the in Type C1, the data “shang in VPs (%)” 
increases gradually from 58.82% to 78.51%, and the data “normalized shang (%)” 
decreases from 2.04% to 1.55% first and then go up to 9.80% at last. But the 
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general trend of shang is still on the rise, which is from 1.55% to 9.80%. To sum 
up, the pattern of change in Type C1 is on the decrease from 1986 to 2006. 
In Type C2, the data “shang in VPs (%)” drops from 41.18% to 21.49% 
gradually. But the data “normalized shang (%)” increases from 0.72% to 2.68%. 
The percentage drops from 1.42% to 0.72% first and then climbs to 2.68% 
eventually. To sum up, the general trend of shang in Type C2 increases from the 
year 1986 to 2006. 
In order to get the integrated statistical data for Period Three, I combine all 
data together under each subtype as well as the total words of three Chinese novels, 
which should be 675,013. And then I recalculate the percentage of “normalized 
shang (%)”. The result is illustrated in Table 6(III) below. 
The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD III 
 Type C1 Type C2 
Total Number 267 90 
In VPs (%) 74.79 25.21 
Normalized shang (%) 3.96 1.33 
Table 6(III). “The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD III” 
In comparison with the statistical data of shang in Period Two and focusing on 
“normalized shang (%)”, we can conclude that the proportion of shang in Type C1 
increases 2.54%, from 1.42% to 3.96%, whereas the proportion of shang in Type 
C2 decreases 1.40%, from 2.73% to 1.33%. It is to be noted that in Type C1, even 
though the proportion of shang increases in Period Three, it still on the decrease on 
the general trend in the last 500 years, which is from 4.71% in Period One to 
3.96% in Period Three. 
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3.1.4 THE DEVELOPMENT OF SHANG IN TYPE C 
In order to observe the general trend of shang during the last 500 years, I combine 
the statistical data of each time period into one table, as demonstrated below in 
Table 7. 









Normalized shang  
(%) 
I 717 4.71 491 3.22 
II 147 1.42 284 2.73 
III 267 3.96 90 1.33 
Table 7. “The Dstribution of Shang in Three Time Periods” 
The graph below is on the statistics listed in Table 7. It visually illustrates the 
change pattern of shang in Type C throughout the 500 years. I set TWO 
SUBTYPES OF SHANG as the horizontal axis and THE PERCENTAGE OF 
NORMALIZED SHANG as the longitudinal axis. 
 












Type C1 Type C2 
The Development of Shang in Type C 
Time Period I 
Time Period II 
Time Period III 
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From the statistical data of Type C1 we can see that the data “normalized shang 
(%)” is on the decrease over the three time periods. And in Type C2, the data 
“normalized shang (%)” decreases gradually as well. The range of change in Type 
C1 is larger than in Type C2. In Type C1 the percentage of change is 3.29%, and in 
Type C2 the percentage of change is 1.89%. To sum up, when shang is used as a 
verb in VPs, both the concrete and the abstract usages of shang have been 
decreasing during the last 500 years.   
3.2 TYPE D: SHANG WITH A PRECEDING VP (VP + SHANG) 
Lü (1999) classifies “VP + shang” into three sub-types, based on the grammatical 
function of shang. I classify “VP + shang” into two sub-types as Type D1 and 
Type D2, based on the different meanings of preceding VPs, defined as follows: 
Type D1: Concrete Action 
Type D2: Abstract Action 
Unlike Lü (1999) focusing on the structure of the phrase, I concentrate on the 
preceding VP. When the VP is a concrete word and the act of the verb has a short 
duration result, the shang-phrase should belong to Type D1. “When shang is used 
after a noun indicating direction of movement…this type of shang has a concrete 
word meaning” (Jiang, 2003). So in Type D1 shang is used in its concrete meaning, 
for example, 
dai      shang                                     (LTXZ) 
               wear   up 
               wear something on 
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As we can see, dai “wear” is a concrete verb, the act of dai “wear” does not sustain 
over a long time, and shang indicates the direction of dai “wear”.  
In Type D1 there is another kind of phrases regarding as “walking”. The VP in 
the phrase relates to the act walking or moving, for example, 
zou     shang                                      (JHYY) 
               walk    up 
               walk on to 
But different from Type D1, the preceding VP in Type D2 is an abstract verb, the 
act duration of the preceding VP is much longer, and shang is used to express the 
result of the act. Shang in Type D2 is no longer used to indicate the direction of the 
movement, but “expresses that the act has started and the act keeps going for a 
long duration. Shang has changed into an auxiliary word to express the statue of 
the act” (Zhang, 2007). For example,  
ai       shang                                       (HGL)  
               love   up 
               fall in love 
In example ai shang we can see that ai “love” is the abstract verb and the duration 
of love is much longer, comparing to the verb in Type D1. Shang in this VP does 
not means where the love is going, but to indicate the result of the act is that 
someone has fallen in love. However, it is to be noted that sometimes although the 
preceding verb is a concrete noun, the shang-phrase also represents an abstract 
action, see the example below, 
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zhu           shang                                (HGSS) 
               live            up 
               live somewhere 
The verb zhu “live” is a concrete verb, but the duration of the action zhu “live” is 
much longer than the act chuan “wear” in example dai shang. Thus, it means that 
not all phrases with a preceding concrete verb belong to Type D1. We should 
consider the meaning of the shang-phrase as well. 
3.2.1 THE CHANGE PATTERN  OF SHANG IN THREE TIME PERIODS 
For Type D, I also divide data into two sets. Similar to the data analysis for Type C, 
I use three groups of data in SET A. One group of data is the total number of shang 
in each type. One group of data is the total number of VP-shang in each novel. One 
group of data is the number of words of each novel. In SET B, there are two 
groups of data. The first group of data is the percentages of each shang type of all 
VP-shang phrases. The second group of data is the frequency of each shang type in 
every one hundred words of the novel. I abbreviate the name of the data “the 
percentage of shang in every 100 words” to “normalized shang (%)”. 
TIME PERIOD I (1500 - 1800) 
There are three Chinese novels chosen in this time period, which are SHZ, 
CKPAJQ, and HLM in chronological order. And the distribution of shang in each 
novel is demonstrated in Table 8(SET AI) and (SET BI) below. 
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Words in the 
novel 
(count) 
SHZ 274 349 540,846 75 349 540,846 
CKPAJQ 97 174 394,571 77 174 394,571 
HLM 231 384 587,262 153 384 587,262 
Table 8(SET AI) TIME PERIOD I. “The Number of Shang in TYPE D” 
 
 Type D1 Type D2 
Novels In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) In NPs (%) Normalized shang (%) 
SHZ 78.51 5.03 21.49 1.39 
CKPAJQ 55.75 2.46 44.25 1.95 
HLM 60.16 3.93 39.84 2.61 
Table 8(SET BI) TIME PERIOD I. “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE D” 
From Table 8(SET BI) we can see that in Type D1 the proportion of shang in VPs 
decreases from 78.51% to 55.75% first and then rises to 60.16%. But the general 
trend is still on the decrease. As for the statistical data of “normalized shang (%)”, 
the percentage goes down from 5.03% to 2.46 first and then climbs to 3.93%, but 
the overall trend of shang in Type D1 is on the decrease from the year 1540 to 
1784. 
In Type D2, the data “shang in VPs (%)” and “normalized shang (%)” is on the 
increase. But the data “shang in VPs (%)” drops from 5.03% to 2.46% first and 
then goes up to 3.93%.  And the general trend of shang in “normalized shang (%)” 
gradually increases from 1.39% to 2.61%. According to the above statistical data, 
the usage of shang in Type D2 has an upward trend in general from the year 1540 
to 1784. 
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From the above statistical data we can conclude that the concrete usage of 
shang is on the decrease and the abstract usage of shang is on the increase in 
Period One. This finding of shang reflects the phenomena of language 
grammaticalization, which “refers most especially to the steps whereby particular 
items become more grammatical through time” (Hopper, 2003).  
Same as the data processing in Type C, I reprocess the data in the same three 
steps. First I add the quantity of shang in SHZ, CKPAJQ and HLM together 
according to two sub-types: Type D1 and Type D2. In Type D1, the total number 
of shang is 600, and in Type D2, the total number of shang is 305. Secondly, there 
are 1,522,679 Chinese words in three novels. Finally, based on the two groups of 
data above, I separately calculate the data “shang in VPs (%)” and “normalized 
shang (%)”. And results are illustrated in Table 8(I) below. 
The Distribution of Shang in Ti TIME PERIOD I 
 Type D1 Type D2 
Total Number 600 305 
In VPs (%) 66.30 33.70 
Normalized shang (%) 3.94 2.00 
Table 8(I). “The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD I” 
TIME PERIOD II (1930 - 1960) 
There are three Chinese novels chosen in this time period, which are LTXZ, JHYY, 
and QCZG in chronological order. And the distribution of shang in each novel is 
demonstrated in Table 8(SET AII) and (SET BII) below. 
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Words in the novel 
(count) 
LTXZ 199 265 134,368 66 265 134,368 
JHYY 142 188 526,940 46 188 526,940 
QCZG 191 273 377,639 82 273 377,639 
Table 8(SET AII) TIME PERIOD II. “The Number of Shang in TYPE D” 
 
 Type D1 Type D2 
Novels In VPs (%) Normalized shang (%) In VPs (%) Normalized shang (%) 
LTXZ 75.09 14.81 24.91 4.91 
JHYY 75.53 2.69 24.47 0.87 
QCZG 69.96 5.06 20.04 2.17 
Table 8(SET BII) TIME PERIOD II. “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE D” 
From Table 8(SET BII) we can see that in Type D1 the data “shang in VPs (%)” 
floats up and down during Period Two, which goes up from 75.09% to 75.53% 
first and then goes down to 69.96% at last. However the data “normalized shang 
(%)” has a regular decreasing trend from 14.81% to 5.06%. To sum up, the usage 
of shang in Type D1 reduces from the year 1936 to 1958. 
In Type D2, the data “shang in VPs (%)” drops from 24.91% to 20.04% 
gradually and the data “normalized shang (%)” is also decreasing from 4.91% to 
2.17%. To sum up, the usage of shang in Type D2 decreases from the year 1936 to 
1958. 
In order to get the integrated statistical data for Period Two, I combine all data 
together under each subtype. There are 1,038,947 Chinese words in Chinese novels, 
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which should be. And then I recalculate the data “shang in NPs (%)” and 
“normalized shang (%)”. Results are illustrated in Table 8(II) below. 
The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD II 
 Type D1 Type D2 
Total Number 532 194 
In VPs (%) 73.28 26.72 
Normalized shang (%) 5.12 1.87 
Table 8(II) “The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD II” 
In comparison with the statistical data “normalized shang (%)” in Period One, 
which is listed in Table 8(I), the proportion of shang in VPs in Type D1 increases 
from 66.30% to 73.28%, but in Type D2 the percentage decreases from 33.70% to 
26.72%. But when we look at “normalized shang (%)”, it is clear that the change 
pattern of shang’s usage in Type D1 increases 1.18%, whereas the change pattern 
of shang’s usage in Type D2 decreases 0.13%, which means the concrete usage of 
shang in VPs is increasing but the abstract usage of shang in VPs is decreasing 
from the year 1540 to 1958.  
TIME PERIOD III (1980 - 2006) 
There are three Chinese novels chosen in this time period, which are HGL, QQ, 
and HGSS in chronological order. And the distribution of shang in each novel is 
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Words in the novel 
(count) 
HGL 39 45 49,123 6 45 49,123 
QQ 168 228 432,072 60 228 432,072 
HGSS 154 189 193,818 35 189 193,818 
Table 8(SET AIII) TIME PERIOD III. “The Number of Shang in TYPE D” 
 
 Type D1 Type D2 
Novels In VPs (%) Normalized shang (%) In VPs (%) Normalized shang (%) 
HGL 86.67 7.94 13.33 1.22 
QQ 73.68 3.89 26.32 1.39 
HGSS 81.48 7.95 18.52 1.81 
Table 8(SET BIII) TIME PERIOD III. “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE D" 
From Table 8(SET BIII) we can see that in Type D1 the data “shang in VPs (%)” 
decreases, whereas the data “normalized shang (%)” increases slightly, and the 
range is in between 0.01% to 4.06%.  In Type D2, the data “shang in VPs (%)” 
increases from 13.33% to 26.32% first and then drops to 18.52%, but the general 
trend of change is still on the increase. And the data “normalized shang (%)” 
increases gradually, which is from 1.22% to 1.81%. To sum up, the usages of 
shang in Type D1 increases slightly from 1986 to 2006 and the usage of shang in 
Type D2 increases gradually from 1986 to 2006 as well. 
In order to get the integrated statistical data for Period Three, I still use three 
steps to reprocess the original data. First, I combine all data together under each 
subtype.  In Type D1, the total number of shang is 361, and in Type D2, the total 
number of shang is 101. Second, there are 675,013 Chinese words in all three 
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novels. Third, results of “shang in VPs (%)” and “normalized shang (%)” are 
illustrated in Table 8(III) below. 
The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD III 
 Type D1 Type D2 
Total Number 361 101 
In VPs (%) 78.14 21.86 
Normalized shang (%) 5.35 1.50 
Table 8(III) The Distribution of Shang in TIME PERIOD III 
In comparison with the statistics of shang I list in Table 8(II) for Period Two and 
focusing on the data “normalized shang (%)”, we can conclude that the proportion 
of shang in Type D1 increases 0.23% from Period Two to Period Three, whereas 
the proportion of shang in Type D2 decreases 0.37% from Period Two to Period 
Three. 
3.2.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF SHANG IN TYPE D 
In order to observe the development of shang during the last 500 years, I combine 
the statistical data of each time period into one table, as demonstrated below in 
Table 9. 
 Type D1 Type D2 
Time Period Total Number Normalized shang 
(%) 
Total Number Normalized shang 
(%) 
I 600 3.94 225 2.00 
II 532 5.12 147 1.87 
III 361 5.35 76 1.50 
Table 9. “The Distribution of Shang in three Time periods” 
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The graph below is based on the statistics listed in Table 9. Similar to Type C, I 
continue to set TWO SUBTYPES OF SHANG as the horizontal axis and THE 
PERCENTAGE OF NORMALIZED SHANG as the longitudinal axis. 
 
Figure 4. “The Development of shang in Type D”  
From the above graph we can see that in Type D1 the data “normalized shang (%)” 
increases from 3.94% to 5.12% and then to 5.35%. But in Type D2 the data 
“normalized shang (%)” decreases from 2.00% to 1.87% and then to 1.50%. The 
trend of change can be seen from Table 13. To sum up, in the phrase “VP + shang”, 
the concrete usage of shang has constantly increased, and the abstract usage of 
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CHAPTER FOUR GENERAL CONCLUSION 
“Shang is the directional word which has the maximum usage frequency and 
expressive functions in Modern Chinese Language” (Cui, 2010). This thesis 
provides a comprehensive understanding of the development of shang in the past 
500 years. And it examines the patterns of change from two perspectives – shang 
in NPs and shang in VPs. According to shang’s different functions in phrases, I 
further classify shang into four types, defined as follows. 
Type A shang as a noun or an adjective 
Type B NP + shang 
Type C shang as a verb 
Type D VP + shang 
Table 10. “Functional Expressions of Shang” 
In NPs, shang is classified into two types as “Type A and Type B”. In VPs, shang 
is classified into two types as “Type C and Type D”. And based on shang’s four 
functions, the patterns of change is demonstrated respectively by comparing the 
statistical data of shang in different types. Some of the important findings in this 
thesis will be presented below: 
In Type A, the usage of shang as a noun has been constantly decreasing during 
the past 500 years. And the usage of shang as an adjective has been 
constantly decreasing during the past 500 years as well. 
In Type B, the concrete usage of shang has constantly increased, and the 
abstract usage of has slightly decreased during the last 500 years. 
In Type C, both the concrete and abstract usages of shang have been 
decreasing during the last 500 years.   
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In Type D, the concrete usage of shang has constantly increased, and the 
abstract usage of shang has slightly decreased during the last 500 years. 
From the above findings we can see that different from other three types, the 
development of shang in Type A is based on the function of shang in phrases. But 
in Type B, C and D, the development of shang is based on the meaning of shang. 
Thus, I will explain the development of shang from two perspectives – shang in 
Type A; and shang in Type B, C and D. 
Except from Type A, we can make some important conclusions of shang in 
Type B, C and D. These conclusions are: 
(From 1540 – 2006) 
The abstract usage of shang in NPs and VPs is on the decrease. 
The concrete usage of shang in NPs is on the increase. 
The concrete usage of shang in VPs is on the increase when shang is used as a 
verb 
The concrete usage of shang in VPs is on the decrease when the verb precedes 
shang in the phrase. 
In order to explain the above conclusions visually, I will use the integrated 
statistical data of three Time Periods to demonstrate each finding respectively in 
the following sections. The first group of data is the number of shang in each Type; 
the second group of data is the percentage of “normalized shang (%)”6.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 Three steps to calculate the percentage of “normalized shang (%)” (Pg.21) 
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4.1 SHANG IN TYPE A 
According to three Time Periods, the statistical data of shang in Type A is 
illustrated in Table 11(SET 1) and Table 11(SET 2) below. 
 SHANG AS A NOUN  
(COUNT) 
SHANG AS AN ADJECTIVE  
(COUNT) 
Period I   (1500 - 1800) 199 679 
Period II  (1930 - 1960) 53 252 
Period III (1980 - 2006) 24 226 
Table 11(SET 1). “The Number of Shang in TYPE A” 
 
 SHANG AS A NOUN  
(%) 
SHANG AS AN ADJECTIVE  
(%) 
Period I   (1500 - 1800) 1.31 4.46 
Period II  (1930 - 1960) 0.51 2.43 
Period III (1980 - 2006) 0.36 3.35 
Table 11(SET 2). “The Proportion of Shang in TYPE A” 
From Table 11(SET 2) we can see that when shang is used as a noun, the 
percentage drops from 1.31% to 0.36%. When shang is used as an adjective, the 
percentage drops from 4.46% to 3.35%. I use the chart below to show the general 
trend of shang in Type A. 
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Figure 5. “The Development of Shang in Type A” 
Thus, we can conclude that the usage of shang as a noun and an adjective in NPs is 
on the decrease in the last 500 years. Besides shang in Type A, I will illustrate the 
change pattern of shang in Type B, C and D in the following section. 
4.2 SHANG IN ABSTRACT NPS AND VPS 
According to three Time Period, the statistical data of shang in abstract NPs and 
VPs is illustrated in Table 12(SET 1) and Table 12(SET 2) below. 
SHANG IN ABSTRACT NPS AND VPS (COUNT) 
 In Abstract NPs In Abstract VPs 
Shang as a verb VP + shang 
Period I   (1500 - 1800) 1799 491 305 
Period II  (1930 - 1960) 865 284 194 
Period III (1980 - 2006) 719 90 101 
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SHANG IN ABSTRACT NPS AND VPS (%) 
 In Abstract NPs In Abstract VPs 
Shang as a verb VP + shang 
Period I   (1500 - 1800)  3.22 2.00 
Period II  (1930 - 1960) 8.33 2.73 1.87 
Period III (1980 - 2006) 10.65 1.33 1.50 
Table 12(SET 2). “The Proportion of Shang in ABSTRACT NPS AND VPS” 
From Table 12(SET 2) we can see that the percentage of shang in abstract NPs 
drops from 11.81% to 10.65%; the percentage of shang in abstract VPs drops from 
3.22% to 1.33% and 2.00% to 1.50 respectively. I use the chart below to show the 
general trend of shang in abstract shang-phrases. 
	  
Figure 6. “The Development of Shang In Abstract shang-Phrases” 
Thus, we can conclude that the usage of shang in abstract phrases, including NPs 
and VPs, is on the decrease. In other words, the abstract usage of shang in NPs and 
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4.3 SHANG IN CONCRETE VPS 
According to three Time Period, the statistical data of shang in concrete VPs is 
illustrated in Table 13(SET 1) and Table 13(SET 2) below. 
SHANG IN CONCRETE VPS (COUNT) 
 SHANG AS A VERB VP + SHANG 
Period I   (1500 - 1800) 717 600 
Period II  (1930 - 1960) 147 532 
Period III (1980 - 2006) 267 361 
Table 13(SET 1). “The Number of Shang in CONCRETE VPS” 
 
SHANG IN CONCRETE VPS (%) 
 SHANG AS A VERB VP + SHANG 
Period I   (1500 - 1800) 4.71 3.94 
Period II  (1930 - 1960) 1.42 5.12 
Period III (1980 - 2006) 3.96 5.35 
Table 13(SET 2). “The Proportion of Shang in CONCRETE VPS” 
From Table 13(SET 2) we can see that when shang is used as a verb, the percentage 
of shang in concrete VPs drops from 4.71% to 3.96. However in “VP + shang”, the 
percentage of shang in concrete VPs increases from 3.94% to 5.35%. I use the 
chart below to show the general trend of shang in concrete VPs.	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Figure 7. “The Development of Shang In Concrete VPs” 
Thus, we can conclude that the usage of shang in concrete VPs is on the decrease 
when shang is used as a verb, but the usage of shang in concrete VPs is on the 
increase in “VP + shang”. In other words, when shang is used as a verb, the 
concrete usage of shang in VPs is on the decrease in the last 500 years. And in the 
construction “VP + shang”, the concrete usages of shang is on the increase in the 
last 500 years. 
4.4 CONCLUSION 
Based on the statistical analysis of shang, I can conclude five important findings of 
the general trend of shang from 1540 to 2006. These findings are: 
In NPs, the usage of shang is on the decrease when shang is used as a noun and 
an adjective. 
In NPs, the abstract usage of shang is on the decrease. 
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In VPs, the concrete usage of shang is on the increase when the construction of 
the phrase is “VP + shang”. 
To sum up, in NPs, the general trend of shang in its abstract meanings decreases 
from 1540 to 2006. In VPs, when shang is used as a verb, the general trend of 
shang in its concrete meanings decreases, whereas when the verb precedes shang 
in the phrase, the general trend of shang in its concrete meanings increases from 
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